
SOME TIPS ON MLA CONVENTIONS 

 

 PAPER FORMATTING:  To format your paper correctly (with correct margins, 

spacing, font, etc.), see the link under Unit One on our class website entitled “Some Tips 

on MLA formatting.” 

 

 

 CORRECT TITLES:  For a reminder of how to handle titles of works in MLA style—

what letters to capitalize and whether to put titles in quotes or italics—see APSM p. 156. 

o Note: If a source you’re using has a title that isn’t already capitalized according to 

MLA format, it needs to be changed so that it’s capitalized in MLA format (when 

you make this kind of change, no brackets are needed). 

o Note: italicize titles of websites but not what the MLA calls “internal pages on a 

website.” This means a main website is in italics, but every page contained inside 

that site is in quotes (so a citation of a YouTube video would put YouTube in 

italics but any individual video inside of YouTube would be in quotes). 

 

 

 AVOIDING PLAGIARISM: See APSM 108 on avoiding plagiarism and on what to cite 

and what not to cite. Please note that you must cite statistics as well as quotes. 

 

 

 QUOTING OTHER SOURCES WITHIN YOUR SOURCE:  For an example of 

handing a quote by someone else within your source (qtd. in), see APSM p. 117. 

 

 

 FORMATTING LONG QUOTES:  See APSM p. 112 for special block quote format. 

 

 

 ELLIPSES AND BRACKETS:  See APSM p. 111-112 on the correct ways to alter 

quotations so they fit smoothly with your text.  

 

 

 IN-TEXT CITATIONS:  See APSM p. 122-123 on when you do and when you don’t 

include author names inside parentheses.  Also, see those pages on when you do and 

when you don’t include page numbers in parentheses.  In addition, see p. 124 for 

information about what to put in a citation when there is no author listed for your source. 

 

 

 WORKS CITED:  See APSM p. 160 for a picture of what a correct works cited page 

looks like, and take note of all the tips it offers on the bottom of the page there.  


